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Transnasal endoscopy – Evaluation and treatment method for patients with sinus lift and dental implants indications
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND. Sinus floor elevation, also known as sinus lift, is the surgical procedure meant to elevate the maxillary floor in order to increase the height of the alveolar bone. This will allow the oral surgeon specialist to insert the desired implants, the ground of dental reconstruction. As the procedure involves the maxillary sinus and its Schneiderian membrane the main concern is to have a healthy maxillary sinus prior to implantation and to the maxillary augmentation.

OBJECTIVE. The aim of our study was to identify the patients with abnormal CT scan and refer them to an ENT evaluation, in order to identify and treat any sinusal pathology that can lead to a poor outcome of the sinus-lift intervention.

MATERIAL AND METHODS. Our prospective study included 15 patients selected from a group of 79 adults, candidates for dental implantation with sinus augmentation. These patients had abnormal sinus CT scan in terms of mucosal hypertrophy, cysts or fungal material. Transnasal diameatic sinusoscopy was performed for all the patients, assessing the aspect of the sinus cavity and the mucosa. The following abnormal aspects were found in our group: 5 patients with cysts, 2 patients with fungus ball and 4 with mucosal hypertrophy. 4 patients had normal maxillary mucosa despite the CT scan appearance.

RESULTS. All the patients with abnormal aspects at sinusoscopy (11 patients) were operated on before sinus lift procedure – antrostomy, cyst removal, fungus ball removal. 4 patients showed normal aspect of the sinus mucosa despite the CT scan donotions, meaning a 26.66% error rate in appreciating the real changes of the maxillary mucosa on the CT scan.

CONCLUSION. Endoscopic assessment of the maxillary sinus is mandatory in patients with changes of the CT scan. This allows a proper examination of the sinus mucosa and can predict the outcomes of the sinus lift procedures. It is mandatory to cure the inflammation or infection of the maxillary sinus prior to implant procedure in order to be able to increase the success rate, as it can lead to failures of the implant procedure.
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INTRODUCTION

Caries, and its sequelae, remain the main reason for all dental loss1. Monitoring the occurrence of an oral “end state” such as edentulism is important because it is an indicator of both population health and of a country’s oral health care system2. Even if the prevalence of edentulism has declined over the last decade, it remains a major disease spread worldwide, especially among older adults3,4.

After tooth loss, the alveolar process of the maxilla resorbs in two directions: vertically and horizontally, becoming progressively smaller5-8. The loss of teeth in the posterior maxilla induces an enhancement of the maxillary sinus called (hyper)pneumatization of the sinus. The tendency towards expansion is significantly higher after molar extraction9,10 (Figure 1).

In the past years, implant dentistry developed continuously, joining the modern age of medicine and allowing doctors to reestablish the patient’s oral functionality by creating a closest to normal denture. Dental implants are now widespread well-documented treatment for replacing missing teeth11.

A proper bone quality and width is necessary for a good implant result. In the preoperative evaluation the oro-maxillofacial (OMF) surgeon will decide if it is suitable to insert the implants in the existing alveolar bone,
or if grafting is imperative. In the same phase, after performing an orthopantomography (OPG) (Figure 2) or/and computed tomography (CT-scan) (Figure 3), the patient can be referred to an otorhinolaryngologist (ENT) for a rigorous consult. If the preventive diagnostic step is omitted, and rhino-sinusal conditions are ignored, it may lead to a disappointing surgery outcome.

The presence of pathological conditions in the nasal-maxillary complex should be considered a contraindication for sinus floor elevation.

Patients guided to see an ENT specialist will undergo a complete cranio-facial examination, with the appreciation of the sinus ventilation. Meanwhile, it is possible to solve any pathological processes or anatomical alterations, preparing the sinus for the dental surgeon. This is an important step in the course of the oral rehabilitation plan.
The sinus-lift technique is simple\textsuperscript{14}, but the maxillary sinus disease may increase the difficulty of performing sinus lift surgery and the risk of developing postoperative complications\textsuperscript{14,16}.

Nasal endoscopy is an important part of the nasosinusal disease diagnostic algorithm\textsuperscript{17}. Diagnostic endoscopy allows the visualization of the sinus maxillary cavity and the mucosal changes. This investigation also allows the implantologist to be informed about the endosinusal mucosa aspect. 4-6 weeks after the therapeutic sinusoscopy, the oral surgeon can perform the sinus lift and can insert the implants.

The purpose of this study is to emphasize the diagnostic and therapeutic role of the maxillary sinus endoscopy, in patients with CT scan changes even if they are symptomatic or not.

Treating the maxillary sinus pathology by endoscopic approaches, prior to implant insertion or/and sinus augmentation, is crucial for a better outcome of the dental procedure.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

Between August 2011 and July 2014, 79 adult patients referred for dental implants were evaluated.

Preoperative, each patient performed a radiologic examination (orthopantomography – OPG). Depending on the width or aspect of the alveolar crest, the pneumatization of the maxillary sinus and the radiological aspect of the sinus mucosa, we established that 34 patients had sinus-lift indication.

This surgical intervention must undergo a preoperative protocol that includes a facial CT scan. CT imaging was abnormal for 15 of our patients. They were referred to an ENT evaluation and, even if some of the patients were symptom-free, the specialist considered all of them to be candidates for maxillary sinusoscopy.

We performed a prospective clinical study including these 15 patients (9 women and 6 men) ongoing maxillary sinus augmentation prior to dental implant, having transnasal sinusoscopy (performed by an ENT surgeon) indication after performing the CT scan. We included only adult patients, who consented to the surgical procedures; their age was between 20 and 55 years.

Transnasal endoscopic maxillary view was performed by an ENT surgeon, under local anesthesia, in some cases assisted by intravenous analgesedation. After having the patient’s written consent for the sinusoscopy, local anesthesia was applied on the mucosa of the inferior meatus – we used lidocaine solution 10% in combination with naphazolinum or other nasal decongestants. We preferred this diameatic transnasal approach, rather than canine fossa approach, leaving untouched the anterior sinus wall – the access region for the sinus lift intervention. Pressing and using a rotational movement, the trocar and the cannula are inserted in the maxillary cavity, through the medial sinus wall. The trocar is removed while holding the cannula inside the sinus. The endoscope (with different angulations: 0°, 30°, 70°) must be inserted for the first time before suction. At the end of the procedure a haemostatic sponge is placed at the inferior meatus.

The aim of the procedure was to examine the aspect of the maxillary sinus mucosa, as well as the presence of cystic dilatation, fungal material or foreign bodies.

**RESULTS**

15 patients with maxillary sinus augmentation indication, 9 women and 6 men (female: male ratio=1.5:1), with modified maxillary sinus aspect on the CT scan, participated in our study.

After the clinical assessment and the paraclinical investigations, with the patient consent, we performed an endoscopic sinus evaluation by transnasal approach, through sinusoscopy. The role of the sinus endoscopy is not only to visualize the sinus mucosa, but it may also represent a therapeutic option.

The maxillary sinusoscopy revealed cysts, fungal material, hypertrophic mucosa and normal sinusal aspect (discrepant clinical aspect versus CT imaging) (Table 1).

In five patients, we identified cystic formations, with variable dimensions, located in the alveolar maxillary recess – they were removed transcannular or/and via the new opening located at the inferior meatus (inferior meatotomy).

The fungal material was found in the maxillary sinus of two of the studied patients. In these cases, we preferred to convert to general anesthesia and we en-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Endoscopic evaluation of the maxillary sinus (by transnasal sinusoscopic approach)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Endosinusal Findings</td>
<td>Number of Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cyst</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fungal material</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hypertrophic/Hyperplasic mucosa</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal mucosa</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
tirely removed the fungus ball by performing an antrostomy, with the clearance of the maxillary cavity by suction and saline washing.

In four cases, we encountered dysplastic aspect of the endosinusal mucosa – tissue samples were harvested and sent to the anatomopathological examination.

Inconsistent findings were discovered in four of the patients included in our study group: as the CT scan described an opacified maxillary sinus, thickened mucosa or serous cysts, the endoscopic aspect of the sinus mucosa was normal, without pathologic secretions. In these cases, we can state that the CT scan images observed only a transitory mucus accumulation, with the subsequent clearance of the secretions, or the presence of an inflammatory process that cured itself physiologically, as the natural maxillary drainage os- tium was permeable.

DISCUSSIONS

Apart from clinical evaluation of the endoscopic aspect of the mucosa, as this method involves a certain subjectivity, we preferred to assess the mucosa status, in an objective manner by using the histopathological evaluation – fragments were collected during sinusoscopy and sent to the anatomopathologist, generating a histopathological score.

Regarding the aspect of endosinusal mucosa, we used a classification, which has been recently proposed as a useful guideline for establishing the course of the treatment, dividing the transformed mucosa into five histopathological types:

- **Type 0** – normal mucosa and vascular pattern, sinus without secretions; the mucolilliary and ostial function are normal.
- **Type I** – pronounced vascular marking, a little bit “dull”, with a few serous secretions.
- **Type II** – thick mucosa, substantial secretions, marked vascular design, dilated glandular ducts, corium alteration. In this stage, this modification responds to medication or to minimal surgical procedures directed to ostial permeabilization.
- **Type III** – intense modification of the mucosa: polyps, cysts, mucopurulent secretions. Only endoscopic sinus surgery will help.
- **Type IV** – hyperplasic and metaplastic mucosa, organized polyps, fungosities and caseum. In this case the endoscopic surgery has a poor outcome; often radical classic surgery (Caldwell-Luc technique) is indicated.

The benefits of sinusoscopic procedure consist in: direct visualization and access to the sinusal content, optic evaluation of the integrity and aspect of the mucosa, harvesting biological material and histopathological samples (if needed), instillation of locally-active drugs, foreign body removal or cysts excision. Maxillary sinusoscopy offers a panoramic view, different from the direct normal view. The most common access way is the inferior meatus, perforating the lateral nasal wall – a bony septum that separates the maxillary sinus from nasal cavity.

In some cases, it is indicated to convert the surgical procedure, from transnasal diameatic sinusoscopy to functional endoscopic sinus surgery (enhancing the natural ostium by antrostomy).

As the literature data indicate, inside the maxillary sinus we can encounter some pathological aspects that will interfere with the performance of sinus lift surgery:

- Foreign bodies: Kerr needles, dental material from root canal obturation (Figure 4), pieces of dental roots, migrated implants
- Fungoid material

---

**Figure 4** CT scan (axial slice): foreign body in the right maxillary sinus, causing isolated sinusitis, with secretions and hypertrophic mucosa.

**Figure 5** Sinusoscopic view - endosinusal cyst, removed by the ENT specialist through the cannula.
CONCLUSIONS

In the management of patients with indication of sinus lift, collaboration between the oro-maxillofacial surgeon and ENT specialists is recommended, in order to improve postoperative outcomes. The role of ENT specialist is to establish a correct diagnosis before sinus elevation and to provide a suitable treatment, if needed.

To avoid the loss of the graft and inserted implants, in cases with sinus pathology, it is necessary a surgical treatment, able to promptly restore the maxillary sinus ventilation and drainage. Also, treatment can prevent the major complications occurred when implants or grafts are placed into an infected sinus – in this way purulent events with venous septic thrombosis (that may follow) are limited.

The best approach consists in performing a transnasal endoscopy, which is a safe and useful method, in the hands of an experienced ENT surgeon.
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